Recommended Textbooks


Announcements

Announcements will be posted via Piazza. To join Piazza, direct your browser to piazza.com and search for CS 233. You shouldn't need a pass code; just sign up using your illinois.edu email address.

IF YOU ARE NOT YET ABLE TO REGISTER FOR THE COURSE BUT HOPE TO, PLEASE READ THE REGISTRATION FAQ

The Google Calendar below lists our office hours and will be kept up to date. Click on an event below to see its location. Piazza has more details. Join the office hours queue at https://edu.cs.illinois.edu/queue/cs233 with your location in Siebel basement and we will come to you. Conceptual office hours are held in our office, Siebel 0212.

<p>Your browser does not support iFrames</p>
Course Schedule

**AL1 Lecture:**
AL1: MWF, 12 - 12:50pm (1404 SC)

**AY Sections:**
First hour in **1265 DCL:** second hour in 0218 SC
AYC: M 2:00 - 3:50 pm, Mingze Xiao
AYD: M 3:00 - 4:50 pm, Mingze Xiao
AYF: T 11:00 am - 12:50 pm, Shivansh Chandnani
AYG: T noon - 1:50 pm, Shivansh Chandnani
AYH: T 1:00 - 2:50 pm, Kevin Pei
AYI: T 2:00 - 3:50 pm, Christiaan Hazlett
AYJ: T 3:00 - 4:50 pm, Christiaan Hazlett

**BL1 Section:**
BL1: MWF, 1-1:50pm (1302 Everitt)

**BL1 Lecture:**
BL1: Thursday, 2-2:50 (2310 Everitt)

Recent space activity

- **Herman, Geoffrey Lindsay**
- **BL1 Resources** updated yesterday at 04:16 PM • view change
- **AL1 Resources** updated yesterday at 02:04 PM • view change
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- **Herman, Geoffrey Lindsay** (1 day ago)
- **Mahmood, Suleman** (2 days ago)
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